
Savic to Showcase New Line of Litter Boxes at Superzoo 2015 
Company Offers Solutions for why Cats Often Eliminate Outside the Box 

 
 

Belgian manufacturer Savic will exhibit at Superzoo July 21-23, 2015, showcasing its line of uniquely 
designed cat litter boxes. The six styles offer solutions to the reasons cat behaviorists and veterinarians say 
cats often eliminate outside the box; the European style, function, and quality are designed to appeal to the 
“cat parents”. 

 
“When these litter boxes are placed next to any others in the American marketplace, consumers will easily 
see what differentiates ours,” said Pascal Nichelson, Sales Manager, “They will see that many problems are 
solved with our unique features and sizes, and our style is very appealing.” 

 
According to the ASPCA, at least ten percent of all cats develop elimination 
problems, sometimes because they can’t easily access the box or they’re not 
comfortable with its size. The Aseo and Aseo Jumbo models are open litter 
boxes with rims, providing low front access but very high sides and back to 
contain litter and urine. The low front makes these suitable for young, old, 
ill, or arthritic cats. The Jumbo model is the largest open litter box on the 
market, making it ideal for larger breeds.  

 
The Nestor Corner model is designed to fit into the corner of any room without 
taking up much space, yet offering the cat plenty of interior room. This addresses 
the problem that litter boxes are often put in places that are convenient for the 
homeowner, even if they are out of sight or inconvenient for the cats living there.  

 
 
 

Nestor and Nestor Jumbo combine style and functionality. 
The flip-top opening allows for easy daily maintenance, 
eliminating another reason why cats would avoid their 
litter box. Attractive color combinations and European 
styling make them appealing, and in a category where 
“size matters”, there is no covered litter box that compares 
in size to the Nestor Jumbo.  
 
 

 
 
 
Savic’s litter box line is in stock and ready for delivery from a New Jersey warehouse direct to retail stores.  
Container programs are also available from Belgium. For more information, pictures, and/or samples: 
• Visit Superzoo Booth #16179 
• Call Office (toll-free): 844-464-7155  
• Contact Harry Gelkopf, USA Sales Representative: 973-865-2689 
• Email Sales@SavicUSA.com 

 
_______ 

 
About Savic: 
Founded in 1953, Savic is Europe’s second largest manufacturer ~ producing injection-molded plastic and 
wire fabricated pet products for all types of companion animals. The privately held, family operated 
company exports products to 80 countries worldwide; it maintains two manufacturing facilities in Belgium 
– a 70,000 square-foot plastics facility and a 50,000 square-foot wire facility. For more information, visit  
www.Savic.be 


